About
Exelon is the nation's leading competitive energy provider, with one of the largest electricity generation portfolios and retail customer bases in the country. We are a Fortune 100 company striving for the highest standards of power generation, competitive energy sales, and energy delivery. Our team of outstanding professionals is focused on performance, thought leadership, innovation, and the power of ideas that come from a diverse and inclusive workforce.

Position
Exelon Generation is looking for Instrumentation and Control (I&C) - Electronics Technicians - at our Ginna Nuclear Station in Ontario, NY.

Duties & Responsibilities
To assist instrument mechanics of higher classification in locating and correcting trouble in control systems and instruments of combustion equipment and nuclear reactors, turbines, chlorinators, water treatment systems, and station auxiliary equipment, involving inspecting, cleaning, calibrating, replacing defective parts, and repairing electrical and mechanical instruments and controls. To inspect, clean, adjust, calibrate and repair such instruments as manometers, gauges, flow meters and thermometers. Test and repair electronics and pneumatic control devices.

Education/Experience
- High School diploma or educational equivalent.
- Ability to pass pre-employment testing EEI TECH test.
- Ability to work different shifts.
- Ability to receive unescorted Nuclear Access.
- Excellent communication, teamwork and organizational skills.

Preferred
- Associates degree or equivalent in Electronics.
  OR
- Applicable military Electronics maintenance experience.
  OR
- Specialized training in power plant instrument operation and maintenance/Navy Nuclear Electronic Technician experience.

How to apply:
Please send your Resume, Cover Letter, and MCC M# to: Joe Snowden at jsnowden4@monroecc.edu